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Hike The
Inka Trail
By Tom Duffy

The only way to capture the spirit and glory
of the Inca Empire is to walk the Sacred
Road to Macchu Pichu. Even though we
prepared for the Far Horizons trip by
reviewing several books and photo albums,
nothing prepared us for the wonder of the
Andean giants guarding the trail, the
mystery of Phuyupatamarka in the fog,
or the nobleness of Sayaqmarka jutting
into the sunset on its craggy promontory,
remains that can only be seen during this
trek. Since traffic on the Trail is limited,
there are plenty of opportunities to imagine
yourself the first discoverer of a lost world.
Add to this the additional pleasures of
hearty food along the way, a well-deserved
sense of achievement in meeting a
challenge, and the reward of a luxurious
hotel at journey’s end. Why would anyone
take the train?

Dear Far Horizons travelers,
We are certainly living in unusual times!
As we move through the ever-evolving
Covid-19 environment, we decided to
make our Fall 2020 newsletter about travel
memories. After all, reminiscences of our
past adventures are the best souvenirs.
We went through our previous newsletters
and chose stories, some from as far back as
2004, that would help us relive the fun and
excitement enjoyed during our tours.
As one loyal Far Horizons traveler,
Alberta Chulick, says – “Thinking about
our past Far Horizons trips makes me want to
start packing, actually my suitcase is still open
in the guestroom half-packed for Egypt next October!”
When I reflect over the past almost forty years that I’ve traveled with Far Horizons,
I have had countless unforgettable experiences. One of my favorites was
camping in the archaeological site of Ceibal, deep in the remote rainforest of
Guatemala. Directly above our tents, hanging in the jungle canopy, howler
monkeys proclaimed their supremacy. How truly magical to be serenaded through
the night in our camping spot encircled by moss-covered Maya temples.
Or that time when we stood on a ridge overlooking the Horns of Hattin in Israel
while our professor, John France, told us of the defeat of the last king of Jerusalem
by Saladin. The valley was empty but as John spun the tale, the decisive battle
miraculously appeared before us! Did you know that the crusader warhorse
could only move 25 miles without water? Oh, and there was the remarkable find
in Armenia of parallel lines of huge stones, created many thousands of years
ago, stretching for half a mile down a hillside. And walking ten miles a day along
Hadrian’s Wall with sweeping vistas over verdant, jade hills…
But of course, I always come back to my numerous journeys on Turkish yachts,
whether to the Greek isles of the Dodecanese or along the gorgeous Turquoise
Coast. How thrilling to pull into a remote silent bay to explore ancient remains,
and when onboard, our every whim satisfied by the attentive, friendly crew
members. For me, cruising through azure waters onboard a gulet is without a
doubt my favorite mode of travel!
We are aware that Covid-19 is adversely affecting people all over the world and
our thoughts are with you – hoping that you are safe and remaining healthy.
We look forward to the future when you join us on one of our memorable trips.
As so much of our life these days is by email and telephone, this newsletter is
digital only, but you may see our enticing trip itineraries here –

https://www.farhorizons.com/our-trips/
Travel with
Dr. Kylie Quave
to hike Peru’s Inka Trail,
July 24 - August 6, 2021.

				

Happy journeys!

				
				

Mary Dell Lucas
Founding Director

Bulgaria
By Roberta McIlhenney

Bulgaria – Exactly where is it,
anyway? And what does the name
conjure up? One of those confusing
Balkan countries, with a gray overlay
of the years behind the Iron Curtain?
This trip will rid you of such
preconceptions. Certainly they are a
small part of Bulgaria’s turbulent
history; but so are very ancient
settlement patterns, vibrant arts,
and throughout, a strong spirit of
independence and determination to
be one’s own country.
Consider Karanovo (Kar-AH-novo)
Tell, with seven separate occupation
layers, the latest of which was
contemporary with Troy, and which is
the reference benchmark for dating
Neolithic settlements throughout
Europe. Consider the legacy of the
Thracians, who, over thousands of
years, never unified the country, never
developed a written language, but were
an ever-present cultural force, famous
for their metalwork and temple-tombs.
Consider how the Greek settlers melded
in, enriching but not supplanting

earlier cultures, and later how the
Romans did much the same. Consider
how the determined local rulers fought
off the Byzantines after two centuries of
overlordship and established an empire,
only to lose it two hundred years later
to the Ottomans. And how, with the
help of Tsar Alexander II of Russia, they
prevailed again. And now, although
shaking off the habits and legacy of the
communist years is not easy, they’re
working on it.
This itinerary covered all aspects
of Bulgaria’s history. Our very able
archaeologist, Vassil, and his local tour
guide/sidekick Georgi (a PhD student

in medieval archaeology) could speak
to any question or subject posed by the
group. Our sixteen days there opened
vistas we never expected. If you want
a trip to show you a world you never
thought of, this is your perfect
adventure. I have been traveling
with Far Horizons since 1992, and
this trip is absolutely at the top
of my list.
Travel with
Dr. Vassil Tenekedjiev
to Bulgaria,
October 4 - 21, 2021.

Philae Temple
By Patricia Remler

Thinking about Egypt, I am continually drawn to the
monuments and the stories they tell. Philae Temple at Aswan
has always been a favorite of mine. It was a cult center for the
great mother goddess, Isis, and was one of the last active
temples in Egypt before Christianity took over in the first
century AD. Perhaps because it was so far south, the temple
wasn’t closed when the new religion became popular, and
graffiti tells us that in 5th century pious Nubian pilgrims
traveled to Philae to “honor the old gods.”
The Temple of Isis at Philae was one of the most important
religious centers in Egypt for over five hundred years. Situated
on an island in the Nile, Philae must have seemed like a great
green oasis among the boulders of the First Cataract to
pilgrims approaching the temple. Decorated with scenes of
Isis and Hathor and the Ptolemaic queens associated with
the goddesses, it is one of the best-preserved ancient temples
in Egypt. The sad story of the death of Isis’ husband Osiris,
is retold in the “Lamentations of Isis” a series of rituals and
prayers dedicated to him.
When the Aswan Dam was opened in 1902, it flooded the
island, making the temple inaccessible for much of the year. In
the 1960s when the new High Dam was built, the shrines were

dismantled and the nearly 40,000 blocks
were reassembled on a nearby island.
The move and rebuilding was completed
in 1980 and Philae Temple now stands
43 feet higher than before. Today the
sanctuary remains a site of great beauty
and tranquility.
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Travel with Bob Brier and Patricia Remler
to Egypt, October 10-23, 2021 and
October 24-November 6, 2021.

STU D Y L E A D E R P R OF IL E

Traveling with
Professor Bill Cook
By Rhett Campbell

My wife, Susie, and I took
tours with Bill Cook and he is
truly fabulous. We toured the
Cathedrals of northern France
and also toured Tuscany,
focusing on art, all with Bill
as guide. Bill can lecture
about the carvings and
glasswork on the Cathedral
at Chartres (and most of the
other medieval cathedrals)
for hours at a time without
notes. While in Siena on the
Tuscany tour, he gave us a
private visit to the Onda
Palio (medieval horse race
fraternity) museum, something almost no one can do.
We even sang Onda drinking songs while in another club’s
restaurant!! (Bill is a full-fledged Onda member, as he lives
in Siena part of the year, something almost unheard of.) He
is extremely knowledgeable about the medieval period,
especially religious art, and he loves sharing his excitement
and joy of medieval history with his friends. Bill is also a
fascinating individual with a remarkable life story and
we never tired of dinner conversation about all sorts of
subjects. He is virtually a renaissance man. In sum, I cannot
say enough wonderful things about Bill Cook. He is truly
a remarkable and unique individual as well as a fabulous
scholar guide.

SCOTLAND

By Wythe Holt

I must say that the visit to Ness of Brodgar was the
highlight of an extremely good and interesting trip to Scotland.
Nick, the director of excavations, gave us twice the time at the
Ness of Brodgar than we were promised, rewarding us with a
careful tour of the site and excellent responses to our
questions. And James (our first-rate leader) added excellent
sites to the announced itinerary until we almost couldn’t absorb
any more information.
This sort of interaction with first-rate archaeologists doing
the actual work on (in) the ground, plus clear and insightful
expert commentary derived from first-hand experience (some
of it from archaeological evidence encountered by them that
very day), seeing through knowledgeable eyes one of the best
Neolithic sites available anywhere (maybe THE best), and the
uniformly kind and welcoming attitudes and smiles from the
folks whose work we were in some senses interrupting, is what
distinguishes Far Horizons trips from the sterile hasty “tours”
and uninformed gallivanting that other agencies provide.
It doesn’t get any better than this, and I am looking
forward to further experiences with Far Horizons!

Travel with Professor Bill Cook to
Italy, May 17 – 28, 2021,
or France, August 20 – 31, 2021.

Travel with Dr. Brian Buchanan to
Scotland, July 9 – 23, 2021.

Far Horizons Schedule of Trips
Far Horizons trips provide unique travel experiences that
promotes an interest in and stewardship of the world’s diverse
archaeological, cultural and natural heritage. Our bi-annual
newsletters are a forum for our travelers, scholars and staff to
share their experiences, discuss recent archaeological finds and
impart their stories of adventure, education, and camaraderie.
We hope that you enjoy reading the articles in this, our first
all-digital newsletter, and that they inspire you to sign up for one
of our journeys in 2021 and beyond. Please follow the link below
to learn about our upcoming trips, and remember to check back
frequently for updates. All of our tours are exceptional as they
provide intellectually curious travelers with a new understanding of
the world’s cultures, both past and present. Won’t you join us?

https://www.farhorizons.com/our-trips/

“Perhaps travel cannot prevent bigotry, but by
demonstrating that all peoples cry, laugh, eat, worry,
and die, it can introduce the idea that if we try and
understand each other, we may even become friends.”
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– Maya Angelou

South India
In 2009, I returned to India with
Far Horizons, this time traveling to
Southern India which is distinctly
different from the North. The state of
Kerala is known as the Eden of India and
is tropical, colorful, and aromatic with
the scent of fragrant spices filling the
air. Trucks are elaborately painted from
grill to tailgate with images and graffiti
in vivid and flamboyant colors. Kerala
elephants look a lot like the trucks!
As we explore Cochin, we encounter
several religious processions, in which
the pachyderms are painted, bejeweled
and adorned with head-dresses. Even an
old Jewish synagogue is unexpectedly
vibrant, a lovely shade of swimming
pool blue. I am carried away by all
the luminosity.
The laid-back Coconut Lagoon
Resort can only be reached by cruising
through the Kerala backwaters. We can
see residents in the villages and fields
as we voyage along the shore. Small
fishing boats offer us the catch of the day
including the biggest, bluest shrimp

Postcard From

By Barbara Sanborn

I have ever seen. In the evening we
are entertained with ritual dances
performed by actors transformed
into gods and goddesses. The
performance includes stylized
dance, songs, and astonishing eye
movements that transfix the audience.
Nothing can prepare you for
the grandeur of Hindu temples. The
garishly painted towers are covered
with statues – gods as mortals, gods
as gods, erotic goddesses, mythical
beasts, legendary heroes, and sacred
subjects. Thousands participate in the
evening ceremony at Meenakshi
Temple where a raucous procession
carrying the statues of the gods
advance three times around the
sanctuary’s interior. The pilgrims
are accompanied by the temple
elephant, the sacred temple bull, and
a hand-carried silver chariot with
musicians, priests, and worshippers
all chanting and praying. Everything
about the ceremony is intense and
unexpected.

Travel with Professors
Paula Richman and
Michael H. Fisher, to South India
January 24 – February 9, 2022.

Tikal

Dear Seth,

Maya civilization’s past glory than Tikal.
Few places present a better impression of the
the jungle, humbling every living thing in
gh
The towering temples pierce upwards throu
a dynastic powerhouse during the Classic
their presence. A trek through this jungle city,
climb to the top of these temples and view
Period of the Maya, offers a rare chance to
the world as the ancient Maya did so long ago.
Tikal with the Capital Cities of the Ancient
In February 2007, on my birthday, I entered
. In Izta Maya, the name Tikal means
come
Maya group, unaware of the adventures to
ancient Maya voices back to life began
“place of voices” and our search to bring the
Guenter, began to unravel the layers
in the Great Plaza. Our study leader, Stanley
its rise to power and enthusiastically
of Mayan history at Tikal, illuminating for us
mul and Caracol. Continuing on
Calak
cities
recounting its epic battles with rival
we allowed ourselves to act as children
our exploration to uncover and learn more,
les 2 and 5 to capture that one Kodak
once again, climbing up to the tops of Temp
.
nture
moment, the perfect souvenir of our adve
gh the jungle, we ended our visit
After a long and exciting day of venturing throu
famous in Star Wars. Using
made
was
top
at Temple 4, where the view from the
braver souls than I, we huffed and puffed
the zigzag wooden stairs constructed by far
the top was
rebel base, err, I mean Tikal. The sight from
our way to the top for a panoramic view of the
we all took
and
–
les
temp
see, punctuated by the tops of
astounding – vegetation as far as the eye could
peaceful perch
our
from
nded
desce
we
h,
After catching our breat
a moment to sit and appreciate its grandeur.
our way home.
back into this lost world of the Maya to make
Travel with Dr. Stanley Guenter

to Tikal, Guatemala,
February 5 – 18, 2022.

Quite the adventure, quite the birthday!
Love,
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Greece and Turkey:
A Voyage Through History
By Marion Cott

“Pinch me, “ I told my husband
Ken, “ ‘cause I must be dreaming.”
How else to explain that we were
sipping our morning coffee on the deck
of a Turkish gulet (yacht) as we sailed
the azure blue waters of the Aegean
Sea? Confirmed landlubbers, we had
– in what turned out to be an inspired
moment – signed up for a yacht tour of
the Dodecanese Islands, including the
southern coast of Turkey. Our worries
about seasickness vanished quickly as
the elegant vessel took us from secluded
coves to open seas easily and smoothly.
Accompanied by archeologist
Dr. Jennifer Tobin and our charming
and informative in-country guide, our
seven member tour group climbed the
rock staircase to see the Acropolis of
Lindos, perched 400 feet above sea level.
We took a ‘putt-putt’ boat through silent
and mysterious marshes to marvel at
burial tombs carved high in the cliffs
above a reed-lined river. We walked the
streets of the ancient city of Patara,
awe-struck by its elegant theater,
government house, and the newly
restored lighthouse.

As historians, my
husband and I are
always interested in
learning about the
values and culture of
past civilizations. This
trip had the added
value of making
strong connections in
the present. Though
our traveling
companions came
from different parts
of the U. S. as well as
a Caribbean Island, and though there
was diversity in age, occupation and
experience, we soon found many
common interests. Lively, funny, and
good-spirited conversations about
music, books, poetry and politics
abounded, especially at meals and the
cocktail hour!
What have I forgotten to mention?
Food, of course! Who knew that
tomatoes, olives, cucumbers, cheese,
and yogurt could so happily replace
bacon and eggs for breakfast?
Whether meals were served on

deck family style, eaten at an outdoor
café under a canopy of trees on a
Greek island, or taken at an upscale
restaurant in Istanbul, the food itself
was a cultural experience.
Thanks to Far Horizons, our
guides and gulet crew, and particularly
to our fine companions for their roles
in making our voyage such a
memorable experience.
Travel with Professor Jennifer Tobin
to Greece’s Dodecanese Islands,
September 18 – October 1, 2021.

Why Custom Travel in the time of Covid-19?
At Far Horizons, we understand
the concern and apprehension
surrounding international group travel
during the coronavirus pandemic. Safety
protocols in each of our destinations
continue to evolve as more information
about transmission, effective sanitation
techniques and travel requirements take
shape. We are developing our own tour
safety procedures in compliance with
the Center for Disease Control (CDC)
and World Health Organization (WHO) guidelines,
and this will be made available to all of our travelers,
through various channels, very soon.
In the meantime, in order to satiate your love and
desire for adventure, Far Horizons is here to assist you
in creating a once-in-a-lifetime journey for you and your
close ‘pod’ of friends and family, with or without one of
our wonderful study leaders. Years of experience, proven
logistical capabilities, and exceptional knowledge of the
most remote areas and cultures makes Far Horizons the
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ideal company to assist you in your
travels. Do you want to walk Hadrian’s
Wall in England? Or sail the azure
waters of the Mediterranean by
private yacht? Or visit the American
Southwest on a tour of our stunning
National Parks? Gather your little group
and let us put together an unforgettable
trip. You won’t be disappointed!

BELIZE –

Where it all began

By Mary Dell Lucas, Founding Director

In 1978 when one of my professors asked me ‘Would you like to work on
an archaeological project in Belize?’, my first thought was, ‘Belize – where’s
that?’ But one of my friends had worked on the venture the year before,
loved the country and its people, and had a camper van, so I agreed to drive
down with her. What an experience – two single
women driving from northern California
through macho Mexico, the untamed (at that
time) southern Yucatan Peninsula, and across
the border into Belize… on our own (solas!).
Lots of epic tales… but don’t let me digress…
After working on three different
archaeological projects in that tiny country,
I decided to design a tour to show others that
part of the world. Email and faxes didn’t exist
then, so I had to write letters and hoped I’d get
an answer. In 1983, no one in the USA had any
idea where this exotic-sounding country was
located (isn’t that near Venezuela?)…or even
that there was a nation called ‘Belize’. After
giving promotional talks anywhere possible,
12 people actually decided to join the adventure!
I was the driver, baggage handler, tour guide, and
logistics person on that first trip. Whew! And, oh my, the hotels! To say that they
were often basic is an understatement. But for some reason, these adventurers
loved the trip and the word was out. Far Horizons was launched!
For the next several years, I had the good fortune of showing other small
groups my delightful home away from home, Belize. We had many escapades –
there was the time when one of the vehicle engines blew up in the middle of the
jungle and an entire village (well, the men only) came to our rescue… in a 1930s
logging truck. When we finally returned to the hotel (at 2am!), a lobster dinner
awaited us. Then on another occasion one of the bridges in southern Belize
collapsed with us on the wrong side (at dusk swatting the clouds of mosquitos).
The engineers were already there and when I asked when the crossing would be
useable, the answer was ‘in a couple of hours IF we can find a log long enough’.
OK, change of plan… I knew there was an excellent Chinese (honest!) restaurant
in Punta Gorda, about 20 miles behind us…so we turned around and off we
went in search of chow mein, lobster fried rice, and conch ceviche (what are
those yellow bits? Cuidado, those are habanero chiles!). Sure enough, when we
returned after dinner, we safely crossed the roaring stream on the new bridge.
Belize has now ‘matured’ with charming ‘jungle lodges’, first-rate
restaurants, and (most important) paved roads. Over the past five decades,
archaeologists have uncovered magnificent ceremonial cities out of the forest
and hieroglyphic specialists have exposed the Maya history as they translate the
texts written on stone monuments. Almost 40 years later, Far Horizons still
offers an exploration of that country from Lamanai in the north to Lubaantun
in the far south, led by our incomparable study leader, Dr. Stanley Guenter,
who has had family connections in Belize since he was 12 years old. In fact,
it turns out that I hung out with his uncle when I was working there as an
archaeologist 40 years ago …oh, not now, that’s another story…
Travel with
Dr. Stanley Guenter
to Belize,
January 9 – 17, 2022.
Read more about Far Horizons here:

https://www.farhorizons.com/our-trips/
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I love history and
Turkey delivered!
By Tamara Ferarri

Many years ago I heard about the
Gobekli Tepe discovery, but I decided to
wait a while to visit as I wanted the
archaeology to be at an advanced state.
So in 2019 I booked my trip to Eastern
Turkey with Far Horizons. Turkey was so
much more than I expected.
We began with Armenian history by
visiting Ani, Mount Ararat and the region of
Lake Van. The ancient sites are splendid!
Although the buildings have not been
reconstructed it does not take a lot of
imagination to envision the people and
culture thriving long ago. And the sites are
not overrun with tourists. Learning about
the Urartian culture was a special treat.
We enjoyed the capital city of Tushpa,
the archaeological site of Ayanis – with
a lecture and private tour by the
archaeologist excavating there and met
an expert on Urartian cuneiform script.
And I must mention Nemrud Daḡi – we
had a lovely climb up, watched the sun
go down and enjoyed sipping wine while
reflecting on King Antiochus and his desire
to be remembered.
But the visit at Göbekli Tepe, dating
back to c.9600 BCE and joining the project
director, Dr. Lee Clare, for a private tour
of the discoveries was one of my favorite
travel memories of all time. I plan to return
in 5-10 years for an update.
I look forward to my future trip to
Western Turkey!

Travel with
Professor Jennifer Tobin
to Eastern Turkey,
May 21 – June 5, 2021.

Discover the American Southwest
The beauty and mystery of the American Southwest casts
an aura over that region that has proven to be a draw for
visitors from throughout the world. Although I have lived
and visited many places, I am
always drawn back to that
extraordinary area. There is
truly something special about
that region that has been a
magnet for artists, writers,
health enthusiasts, spiritual
seekers, and just plain visitors
who feel the special invitation
of something different.
The Far Horizons trip
to the American Southwest
is so spectacular that I will
begin by saying that I keep
considering taking the trip a
second time. This was not a
new destination for me, so I
will admit that I wondered
if I really needed the depth
of a Far Horizons tour. The
short answer is that I learned
so much that I felt like I had
never been there before, it was
an awe inspiring and eye-opening trip. Chaco Canyon is
utterly spectacular, has so much to see, raises so many
questions about the Puebloan culture and leaves you feeling in
reverence to those who were there so long ago. Once you see

the beautiful architecture and stonework of Chaco Canyon
you will have a new respect for the original inhabitants. Then
you are off to Aztec Ruin and a chance to enter a restored
Kiva, what an inspirational
experience. Four Corners
National Monument is just
fun, four states at once. On
to Hovenweep National
Monument, forget any ideas
you had that only Europe had
rounded stone towers. Private
4-wheel drive tours into back
country, Canyon de Chelly
(always a favorite of mine),
Mesa Verde National Park,
a private tour of the Zuni
Mission Church with the
son of the Zuni artist who
created the full Kachina
Cycle on the walls of the
church, Acoma Pueblo and
so very much more! I would
love to share every experience
but time and space will not
allow that.
Travel with Dr. Steven Lekson
to the American Southwest,
September 4 – 13, 2021.

Sunset from Mount Nemrud
One of my favorite memories of a Far Horizons trip
occurred in Eastern Turkey, when our group made the trek
up Mount Nemrud to visit the tomb of a local monarch of
the mid-1st century BCE, Antiochus I. His tomb is a tall
mound of gravel flanked on the north and south by rows
of enormous statues, presenting the king himself seated
among his gods. An inscription from the site tells us that
once a month the people of his kingdom were mandated
to climb the mountain to celebrate his birth with feasting
and drinking. Spring had arrived late in Eastern Turkey
and the day we visited the tomb, the statues, whose
giant heads long ago had been toppled to the ground by
earthquakes, sat partially covered in snow – some buried

By Alberta Chulick

By Jennifer Tobin

up to their chins, others with their eyes peeping out of
drifts, and a few only identifiable by the tops of their
elaborate headdresses poking out of the wintery mounds.
It was late afternoon and we were a bit cold, so we
huddled in the shelter of some boulders. Then our guide
produced a wonderful surprise, bottles of red wine. As
she filled our plastic cups someone suggested we sing a
song. “What should we sing?” I asked. Another of our
group laughed and said, “Happy Birthday, of course.”
So, in keeping with a tradition laid out over two thousand
years ago, we sang in honor of Antiochus I, watching the
first rays of the setting sun cast a pink light on the face
of the long dead king.

Travel with Professor Jennifer Tobin
to Eastern Turkey,
May 21 – June 5, 2021.
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Fly me to the moon…or Petra!

Written by Cathy Briner, participant on the 2016 trip to Jordan as she was traveling…
Words will fail me in describing the
amazing landscape around Petra and
the desert of Wadi Musa. Imagine a
bizarre mixed-up combination of
Zion, Bryce Canyon, Arches, and
Canyonlands National Parks, the
Painted Desert, the fairy chimneys of
Cappadocia, and the cratered landscape
of the Moon, then throw in the Stay Puft
Marshmallow Man (from Ghostbusters),
a few massive melting MacArthur Park
cakes, and many bolts of multicolored
watered silk, stud it with thousands of
caves, and plant it all in the middle of
the red planet Mars. Then you’d have
some sense of the variety of geology
that has surrounded and astounded us
for the past few days. One travel writer
said: “I do not like deserts, but I love
Wadi Musa.” That’s my feeling too....
the ever-changing landscape as we tore
around in Bedouin Jeeps was enchanting and never boring. And of course
Gary Rollefson, our intrepid leader, was
able to find Neolithic sites for us to see.

Today our visit to
Petra continued with
a visit to the so-called
Monastery. It is
Petra’s most massive
tomb facade (a
modern house could
fit in its doorway!)
and very beautiful,
but unfortunately it’s
located on the top
of a mountain. A
visitor’s only option
is to hike up the
900+ steps or
take advantage of
one of the many
donkeys or mules
available on offer.
I should say that
“steps” is a bit of a misnomer
as there are lots of manmade stair steps,
nearly all quite steep, but a lot of the
stairs are merely indentations in
sloping rock.

Path of the Vikings
Leif Eriksson and Erik the Red were part of my childhood
geography lessons and, as my adult life unfolded, Scandinavia
became at least one quarter of my children’s ancestry. Early in
my married life, I lived briefly in Sweden and walked Viking
burial mounds in Gamla Uppsala. When the opportunity to
follow the Path of the Vikings with Far Horizons appeared,
I took it. It was a chance to look more closely at their heritage
as I visited World Heritage sites. I came home with an
unexpected fascination with boats and the role of the sea in
the Viking “landscape.”
The stone ships we saw predated the Vikings and the
multiple ships at Anundshog were wondrous on the same site
as the largest Viking burial mound in Sweden. We saw another
stone ship in a more primitive Bronze Age setting on Gotland
Island. Boats were important to the ancestors of the Vikings
in life and in death! We visited a wooden ship burial from the
Viking Era “in situ” in Denmark and three burial ships in a
museum in Norway – two of those remarkably preserved.
Each had been a ship on the sea before functioning as a burial.
As raiders and traders, the Vikings perfected boats matched
to their purpose and then used them to bury their honored
dead! Christianity came to Scandinavia during the Viking
Era and we visited a good number of churches dating to the
12th – 14th centuries. Almost universally, there was a ship in the
church. None of those boats was Viking in style but all were
suspended from ceilings often adorned with Viking motifs. The
descendants of the Vikings carried the ships forward! Wow!

Travel with
Professor Gary Rollefson
to Jordan,
May 8 – 21, 2021.

By Carlene Nelson

Travel with Professors Julian Richards and
Dawn Hadley to Scandinavia,
June 19 – July 3, 2021.
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